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Introduction

Women with breast cancer have increasingly indicated a desire for more information about their

disease and need to be involved in decisions about their care. The main objective of the study is to

further enhance information transfer between the doctor and patient giving women with early stage

breast cancer an opportunity to more fully participate in treatment decision making. In this study,

computer-based versions of decision aids (called Decision Boards) are being developed for three

decision-making scenarios: 1) mastectomy versus lumpectomy plus radiation, 2) chemotherapy for

node-negative breast cancer (chemotherapy versus no chemotherapy), and 3) chemotherapy for

premenopausal node-positive breast cancer (CEF versus CIVIF versus AC versus no treatment). The

computer versions will be based on previous Decision Boards and will be developed through an

iterative process with focus groups of patients and clinicians. Following development, feasibility

testing will be performed to assess overall patient comprehension and acceptability. The computer

versions will then be compared with standard versions in a randomized trial. These computer-based

versions will not merely adapt or replicate standard versions of the Decision Boards, but rather will,

in fact, be new instruments with their own unique potential and thus require evaluation. We

hypothesize that the many advantages of computer-based versions will result in improved patient

understanding as well as patient and physician satisfaction. We predict that any initial reluctance

that may be felt by some towards computer-based applications of these Decision Boards will be

offset or overcome by improvements in understanding and satisfaction.



Body

Progress made towards accomplishing the first year's objectives is outlined below. Considerable

progress has been made in updating current instruments, and computerization of the surgery

Decision Board and the chemotherapy Board for node-positive breast cancer.

Task 1: Development of Computer-Based Version of Decision Boards and Updating the

Standard versions of the Decision Board Currently Used at the HRCC and Outlying

Communities (Months 1 - 12)

* Perform a systematic review of the three treatment options (months 1)

Surgzery Decision Board for the Choice of Mastectomy versus Lumpectomy Plus Radiation - An

extensive evaluation of the surgery Decision Board in the community was published in the Journal

of Clinical Oncology1 (see Appendix 1). The instrument was used by seven surgeons in different

communities in Ontario over an 18-month period. Patients and surgeons were interviewed regarding

acceptability of the instrument, and the rates of breast conserving surgery performed by surgeons

before and after the introduction of the instrument were compared. The Decision Board was

administered to 175 patients; 98% reported that the instrument was easy to understand and 81%

indicated that it helped them make a decision. Surgeons found the Board helpful in presenting

information to patients in 91% of consultations. Surprisingly, the rate of breast conserving surgery

decreased when the Decision Board was introduced into the community (88% vs 73%, p =0.001).

(This was attributed, in part, to the very high rate of breast conserving surgery performed prior to

the introduction of the Decision Board as described in the publication.) The instrument was well

accepted by patients and surgeons, and easily applied in the community. It appeared to improve

communication and facilitate shared decision making (see Appendix 2). Since publication of the
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original article, there has been extensive interest in the surgery Decision Board from community

surgeons (see letters attached - Appendix 3). A description of the study and the instrument was

highlighted in an article in the Bulletin from the American College of Surgeons.2

A review of the literature revealed no additional newly published studies comparing mastectomy to

lumpectomy plus radiation. Feedback about the content of the instrument with respect to the

description of treatments and scheduling in current practice was obtained from community

surgeons. Minor changes in wording were made to reflect this. The Decision Board is currently

undergoing a rigorous evaluation in a randomized trial in Ontario comparing the instrument to the

traditional consultation without the instrument.3

Chemotherapy for Node-negative Breast Cancer Decision Board (Chemotherapy versus No

Treatment) - The original instrument focused primarily on high risk (ER negative) node-negative

patients.4 A systematic review revealed a new randomized trial NSABP B-20 evaluating the role of

chemotherapy in addition to Tamoxifen in ER positive node-negative patients.5 The original

instrument has now undergone extensive changes to include ER positive patients reflecting the

choice of the addition of chemotherapy to Tamoxifen. From the review of our database, three

different risk categories have been identified (see Appendix 4). A randomized trial comparing this

instrument to current practice is approaching completion.6

Chemotherapy for Premenopausal Node-positive Breast Cancer Decision Board -Development and

preliminary evaluation of this instrument was recently published7 (see Appendix 5). The review of

the literature has identified the National Cancer Institute of Canada (NCIC) MA-5 study indicating

improved survival with cyclophosphamide, epirubicin, and fluorouracil (CEF) chemotherapy over

cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and fluorouracil (CMF), the latter of which is commonly used in

Canada. 8 This instrument is currently being revised to reflect this option. Results of the Intergroup

study comparing adriamycin and cyclophosphamide (AC) plus paclitaxel to AC alone has been
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published in abstract form.9 AC plus Taxol is not currently approved for use in Canada, and so has

not yet been included in the instrument. The instrument was updated to include latest data on

recurrence and incidence of side effects, such as leukemia, cardiomyopathy, and febrile

neutropenia. ,1-2Additional panels to the new instrument are included in Appendix 6.

0 Conduct focus groups (months 1-3)

Surgery Decision Board Focus Groups with Surgeons - Two focus groups have been held with

surgeons regarding the computerized Decision Board. At the first focus group, surgeons discussed

the advantages and disadvantages of the standard surgery Decision Board and suggested changes to

improve its functionality. For example, suggestions included less detail on surgical drains and

scheduling of radiation due to changes in practice. Computerization of the instrument was

introduced and surgeons were asked to make recommendations about further modifications that this

technology could incorporate. Suggestions included i) maintain an overview panel; ii) permit

different ways to access the information; and iii) use key words to provide more detailed

information, e.g., breast reconstruction. Based on this feedback, the computerized version was

developed (see below). The instrument was presented to surgeons at the second focus group.

Further suggestions were made for modification including i) ability to have a comparison panel

screen and allow synopsis panels to appear on the overview once each panel was entered. These

changes have been incorporated (see below). A focus group with patients has been organized to

provide additional feedback.

Chemotherapy Node-negative Decision Board - Two focus groups were held with physicians and

patients regarding modifications to the instrument based on the literature review. The NSABP B-20

results were discussed in detail. It was suggested that a description of Tamoxifen on the

introductory card prior to describing chemotherapy be included (see Appendix 4).
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Chemotherapy Node-positive Decision Board - Two focus groups were held with medical

oncologists who treat breast cancer. Suggestions were to i) decrease written language and increase

the use of figures to make the display more visual; ii) present probability of side effects and

recurrence in graphical format using bar graphs and/or pie charts; and iii) present more common

(and less serious) side effects separately from less common (more serious) side effects.

Two focus groups have also been held with patients. The purpose of the first focus group was to

determiine from the patient's perspective relevant information that should be included in the

computerized version. Patients' recommendations were i) to provide a description of outcomes

with no chemotherapy; ii) to include all different options, i.e., CUTF, AC, CEF; iii) to provide data

on each side effect and not overall quality of life (as patients found this difficult to interpret); and

iv) to provide information on treatments available for side effects.

At the second focus group, a prototype of the standard instrument was developed for patients. A

further recommendation was made to describe recurrence data separately as pie charts rather than

bar graphs. Based on this feedback, a computerized version is currently being developed (see

below).

0 Development of computerized versions of Decision Boards

The intention here was first to develop a prototype with the surgery Decision Board and then to

develop the additional instruments. Dr. Sebaldt has taken the lead in programming the instrument.

Under his direction, a senior computer programmer was consulted and a prototype developed.

Principles for the development of the instrument included maximum legibility of text and numbers,

minimization of screen clutter; complete user orientation at all times within the system; and obvious

user navigation from all locations within the system.

Programs for the computerized decision boards are being written using the Pascal-based Borland
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Delphi Version 3. This object-oriented programming environment has permitted us to retain the

positive attributes of the standard versions while allowing us to add features unique to the computer

interface. Through the use of active components in the visual display (i.e., buttons, tabs and

hypertext links), the user is given access to progressive depths of information on selected topics.

Microsoft "Wizard"-like sequences grant the user full navigational control. For chemotherapy

interfaces, patients are given information specific to their risk category after entering individual

tumor characteristics. These programs are being designed for a Windows-based platform and are

easily accessed through a native standalone executable program file.

Surgery Decision Board - As in the standard version, the computerized version consists of panels of

information describing the patient's two treatment options, mastectomy or lumpectomny plus

radiation; the associated side effects; and results of treatment choice for the breast and for survival.

Sample panels are provided in Appendix 7. Based on suggestions from the focus groups, an

overview screen was provided allowing access to all panels of information. For each panel

accessed, a summary panel replaces it providing the user with information about panels they have

already accessed. Notebook tabs are used to afford full orientation and obvious one click access to

all programs. More detailed second level information is provided on appropriate key words using

pop up windows. The surgery prototype is now developed. The plan will be to undergo minor

modifications based on further testing in the field.

Chemotherapy Decision Boards - In view of the more detailed information required for the node-

positive instrument, it was felt that this should be developed first. A prototype is currently being

programmed. As this instrument will provide detailed information about probabilities of outcomes

for patients based on individual characteristics, it requires a further level of programming. In

addition, more detailed information will be provided on probabilities of different side effects

The node-negative instrument will largely be based on the program being developed for the node-
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positive instrument and, to a large extent, will provide similar informnation.

Field testing of instruments on 9-15 clinicians and 48 patients not previously involved in

the developmental state to determnine if the instruments are acceptable and non-

threatening to patients and physicians at the decision point (months 6 - 12)

Based on recommendations from the focus groups, requirements for each computer were large high

resolution screen, quick access, durability. Four "Dell" inspiron 7500 laptop computers with

Celeron processors have been purchased for field testing. The model is a 433 Mhz processor with

128mb of memory, a 6.5 Gig hard drive, CD-ROMIFloppy combo, network/modem, and 17"

screen.

Surgery-Decision Board - The surgery instrument is currently being pilot tested in three surgical

outpatient clinics in the community. The plan will be to test the instrument on 15 patients at the

decision point. Based on feedback, the instrument will be modified accordingly before entering the

final stage of evaluation (i.e., randomized trial).

Chemotherapy Decision Boards - Consistent with our overall plan, the node-positive and node-

negative instruments will be tested in the clinic on a similar number of clinicians and patients. Field

testing and preliminary analysis will be completed within the next six months. Our intention will be

to present the computerized versions and results of feasibility testing at the upcoming "Era of Hope"

meeting in Atlanta in June, 2000.

Significant progress has been made in reaching our first-year milestones as outlined in our

Statement of Work. However, the study is slightly behind schedule due to a number of events.

First, recruiting the research coordinator with required qualifications for this study was more

protracted than anticipated. For the position of coordinator, we required an individual with skills in

both qualitative and quantitative research, and a sound working knowledge of breast cancer. The
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qualified incumbent was not available until December of 1998, and then only on a half-time basis

until previous comm-itments were cleared up. In view of the caliber and previous experience of the

individual, investigators deemed it appropriate to accommodate this interruption. Since March

1999, the incumbent has been working in the position on a full-time capacity, and significant

progress has been made. Second, it was deemed appropriate that a more efficient way to proceed

would be to develop the instruments in a sequential fashion rather than concurrently. This was felt

to be more appropriate as lessons learned from one instrument could be applied to the next. It was

decided to first develop the surgery instrument followed by the node-positive instrument followed

by the node-negative instrument. This would appear to be a useful strategy. Lessons have been

learned with the development of the first instrument that can now be more easily applied to the

second instrument. It is anticipated that by the time the third instrument is developed, we will have

gained sufficient expertise that this process will be expedited. Third, a randomized trial evaluating

the standard node-negative chemotherapy instrument was delayed due to slow accrual. Research

results from this ongoing trial will be important for the development of the computerized version.

Delaying the development of this instrument until this information is available (mid December,

1999) will allow us to incorporate the research findings from the ongoing study.
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Key Research Accomplishments

* Completed a review of the literature and updated the standard version of the surgery Decision

Board.

* Completed a review of the literature and updated the standard version of the node-negative

Decision Board.

"* Completed a review of the literature and updated the standard version of node-positive Decision

Board.

"* Developed the computerized version of the surgical Decision Board.

* Initiating feasibility study of computerized version of surgery Decision Board.
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Reportable Outcomes

Surgical Decision Board

"• Standard version (updated)

"• Computerized version ( developed)

Node-Positive Decision Board

"• Standard version (updated)

"• Computerized version (completing development)

Node-Negative Decision Board

0 Standard version (updated)

PUBLICATIONS

Whelan T, Gafni A, Charles C. Lessons learned from the Decision Board: A unique and evolving
decision aid. Accepted for publication in Health Expectations, 1999.

Whelan T, Levine M, Gafni A, Sanders K, Willan A, Mirsky D, Schnider D, McCready D, Reid S,
Kobylecky A, Reed K. Mastectomy or lumpectomy? Helping women make informed choices.
Journal of Clinical Oncology, 1999; 17:1727-1735.

Irwin E, Arnold A, Whelan TJ, Reyno LM, Cranton P. Offering a choice between two adjuvant
chemotherapy regimens: A pilot study to develop a decision aid for women with breast cancer.
Patient Education and Counselling 1999; 37:283-291.

PRESENTATIONS

Whelan T, Levine M, Gafni A, Sanders K, Willan A, Mirsky D, Schnider D, McCready D, Reid S,
Kobylecky A, Reed K. Mastectomy or lumpectomy? Helping women make informed choices. The
Canadian Breast Cancer Research Initiative (CBCRI) "Reasons for Hope" National Scientific
Conference, Toronto, June 17-19, 1999.

Whelan T. The Use of Decision Boards in Oncology. The 12th Centre for Health Economics and
Policy Analysis Conference (CHEPA) "Treatment Decision-Making in the Clinical Encounter",
McMaster University, Hamilton, ON, May 19-21, 1999.

Whelan, T. Decision Aids in Oncology. Cancer Care Quality of Life and Outcomes Symposium,
Chicago, IL November 13-15, 1998.
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FUNDING

Based on the favorable experience with the surgery Decision Board in the community, investigators
have made an application to identify and develop other innovative approaches to disseminating
clinical practice guidelines to physicians and cancer patients.

Whelan TJ, Charles CA, Levine MN, Sanders K, Graham ID, Sawka CA, Mirsky DJ, Browman G,
Julian JA, Lewis MJ, Edge SB. Development of dissemination/ implementation strategies for
clinical practice guidelines in breast cancer. Submitted to the U.S. Army Medical & Material
Command, $242,184, 2000-2002.
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Conclusions

Important information has been gleaned from our evaluations of current instruments, e.g., surgery

Decision Board and node-positive chemotherapy Decision Board. This information is being

incorporated in the current computerized versions. Information from recent reviews of the literature

reviews is also being incorporated in the new versions. Input from the focus groups with patients

and physicians has been particularly helpful in designing these instruments. A computerized

version of the surgery Board has been designed and is currently undergoing feasibility testing. The

computerized version of the node-positive chemotherapy Board is nearing completion. Preliminary

feedback from patients and surgeons has been extremely supportive. Surgeons have been

impressed with the versatility of the instrument and ease of access. Patients have been impressed by

the technology and depth of information obtained. A unique observation is that by using a laptop

together, surgeons and patients sit together to explore the information. This adds another

unexpected level of interaction between the physician and patient. The impact of the instrument on

the physician-patient relationship will need to be evaluated.
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Mastectomy or Lumpectomy? Helping Women Make
Informed Choices

By Timothy Whelan, Mark Levine, Amiram Gafni, Kenneth Sanders, Andrew Willan, Douglas Mirsky, Denise Schnider,
David McCready, Susan Reid, Anna Kobylecky, and Kenneth Reed

Purpose: To develop an instrument to help clinicians Results: The Decision Board was administered to
inform their patients about surgical treatment options 175 patients; 98% reported that the Decision Board was
for the treatment of breast cancer and to evaluate the easy to understand, and 81% indicated that it helped
impact of the instrument on the clinical encounter. them make a decision. The average score on a true/

Methods: We developed an instrument, called the false test of comprehension was 11.8 of 14 (84%)
Decision Board, to present information regarding the (range, 6 to 14). Surgeons found the Decision Board to
benefits and risks of breast-conserving therapy (lumpec- be helpful in presenting information to patients in 91%
tomy plus radiation therapy) and mastectomy to women of consultations. The rate of breast-conserving surgery
with early-stage breast cancer to enable them to ex- decreased when the Decision Board was introduced
press a preference for the type of surgery. Seven sur- (88% v 73%, P = .00 1)
geons from different communities in Ontario adminis- Conclusion: The Decision Board is a simple method to
tered the instrument to women with newly diagnosed improve communication and facilitate shared decision
clinical stage I or II breast cancer over an 18-month making. It was well accepted by patients and surgeons
period. Patients and surgeons were interviewed regard- and easily applied in the community.
ing acceptability of the instrument. The rates of breast- J Clin Oncol 17:1727-1735. © 1999 by American
conserving surgery performed by surgeons before and Society of Clinical Oncology.
after the introduction of the instrument were compared.

R ANDOMIZED TRIALS comparing mastectomy to benefits and risks associated with different treatment alterna-

breast-conserving therapy (lumpectomy plus radia- tives and incorporating patients' values in the treatment

tion therapy) have demonstrated equivalent survival. 1-7 Thus decision. 21

the choice of treatment must be made on the basis of issues The Decision Board was developed to facilitate communi-

relating to quality of life, eg, the loss of the breast and cation of information to cancer patients and enhance their

potential effects on body image and sexuality versus an ability to express a treatment preference. 22 The Decision

additional 5 to 7 weeks of radiation therapy with its Board, a visual aid administered by the health professional,

associated side effects. Recent studies of clinical practice presents written and graphical information from randomized

have shown wide geographic variation in the type of breast trials to patients regarding their treatment options.23-25

cancer surgery performed in North America and Europe. 8-" Previous studies have suggested that the instrument in-

Geographic variation in treatment practice may result from creases patient comprehension and empowers patients in the

disease, institutional, practitioner, and patient-specific fac- decision-making process.23 A Decision Board that presents

tors.12 Studies suggest that the variability observed in the information regarding the benefits and risks of mastectomy

type of breast cancer surgery performed is unlikely to
be fully explained by disease factors (such as extent of

cancer) or institutional factors (such as access to radiation From the Supportive Cancer Care Research Unit and Departments of

therapy). 8-'6 Other research had identified problems with Medicine, Clinical Epidemiology and Biostatistics, and Surgery, McMas-
ter University, Hamilton; Hamilton Regional Cancer Centre, Hamilton;

communication of information between physicians and Henderson Division, Hamilton Health Sciences Corporation, Hamil-

cancer patients.t'3 4 There remains concern that patients may ton; Ottawa Civic Hospital, Ottawa; Brantford General Hospital,

not be fully informed regarding their treatment alternatives Brantford; Department of Surgery, University of Toronto, Toronto; St.

and/or may be overly influenced by the preference of their Catharines General Hospital, St. Catharines; and Guelph General
physician.8,15 Hospital, Guelph, Ontario, Canada.

Submitted October 5, 1998; accepted February 1, 1999.
In the past, physicians often tended to make decisions for Supported by the Canadian Breast Cancer Research Initiative, and a
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and breast-conserving therapy to women with early breast The Decision Board is composed of laminated foam core and

cancer in a standardized and unbiased fashion may improve measures 25 inches wide by 20 inches high (Fig 1). It is large enough to
permit the patient to read the display, but not so large or heavy to be

information transfer and enable patients to express a prefer- cumbersome to store or carry. The board has four subtitles: Treatment

ence for the type of surgery performed. Choice, Side Effects, Results of Treatment Choice for the Breast and
Most breast cancer surgery is performed by general Results of Treatment Choice for Survival. Below each heading are two

surgeons in community settings. Previous Decision Boards informational panels (one for mastectomy and one for lumpectomy plus

have been developed for patients and their oncologists in radiation) resulting in eight separate panels. The instrument is adminis-
tered by the surgeon. Initially, each panel is covered by a sliding door.The panels are opened to reveal information in a sequential fashion.

development of a Decision Board for patients and their Each panel is read together by the patient and the surgeon. The patient is

surgeons in the community regarding the choice of surgical encouraged to ask questions during the presentation and afterward. At

treatment for breast cancer. The results in terms of the the end of the presentation, the patient is faced with an overall visual

acceptability and feasibility of the Board are reported. We representation of her two options and the possible outcomes associated
with each choice. In addition to the board, there are two separateinformational cards, one is to be read before the presentation and

"formed before and after the use of the Decision Board in the discusses background information about breast cancer and the purpose
- -oomunity, of the board, and one is to be read after the presentation and asks the

- , . patient to reflect on how the treatment will affect her as an individual
"METHODS.(see Appendix). An additional card providing further details regarding
.METHODS breast reconstruction is also made available. Upon completion of the

Decision Board presentation, the patient is given a take-home version to
review and discuss with others if she so desires.

To develop the surgical Decision Board, we used methodology The Decision Board was piloted with 30 healthy female volunteers to
previously described. 2" A systematic review of the literature was determine its validity and reliability. The instrument was administered
performed for studies comparing mastectomy and lumpectomy plus on two occasions by a skilled interviewer. On the first occasion, the
radiation for outcomes regarding survival, recurrence, and quality of instrument was administered using standard information and the woman
life. We identified six randomized trials, one meta-analysis, 19 studies was asked to state her preference for mastectomy or lumpectomy plus
comparing the quality of life of the two different treatment approaches, radiation. Validity was then assessed by changing the information
and one systematic review.-7.2 -5 Individual interviews were held with provided and determining whether preferences changed in a predictable
two community surgeons and five women with breast cancer to identify manner. For example, if a woman chose lumpectomy plus radiation,
important informational needs for decision making about breast cancer information was then conveyed in which the difference in survival for
surgery. lumpectomy plus radiation as compared with mastectomy was gradu-

After the literature review and interviews, two focus groups were ally decreased. It was predicted that if patients were told that there was a
assembled to identify the main characteristics of an effective decision substantial decrease (20%) in survival associated with lumpectomy plus
aid. The first group included five patients and the second group included radiation, the majority of patients would choose mastectomy. For
five general surgeons. Before the meetings, each participant was women who chose mastectomy, a similar but opposite approach was
provided with background information regarding the two treatment used. At the second visit, 3 to 4 weeks later, the instrument was
options, the side effects associated with each treatment, and the effects readministered with standard information only and the patient was
of each treatment on recurrence, survival, and quality of life. The groups asked to state a preference.
discussed and proposed information to be included in the decision aid. The mean age of volunteers was 57.3 years; 17 (57%) were married
The main recommendations from the patient group were to include and 16 (53%) had some postsecondary education. Thirty (100%)
information regarding breast reconstruction, to provide a visual repre- considered the Decision Board to be easy to understand and 24 (80%)
sentation of the breast after mastectomy and breast-conserving therapy, found it helpful in making a decision. Twenty-nine (97%) volunteers
and to provide a separate discussion of the potential effects of treatment recommended that it should be used for breast cancer patients. At first
on day-to-day living, body image, and sexuality. The surgeons recom- administration, 19 (63%) chose lumpectomy plus radiation and 11
mended providing more detailed information about the side effects of (37%) chose mastectomy. In women who chose lumpectomy plus
surgery and radiation therapy. Based on these recommendations, radiation, 17 (89%) switched preference when survival was decreased.
scenarios were developed regarding the following: background informa- For those women who chose mastectomy, nine (82%) switched
tion (about the disease and the purpose of the decision instrument); the preference when survival was reduced. Women's responses were stable
two treatment options, mastectomy and lumpectomy plus radiation; the over time. On readministration of the instrument 3 to 4 weeks later, 28
acute and long-term side effects associated with each treatment; and the (93%) had the same preference (kappa statistic = 0.86).

effects of each treatment on the patient's breast, long-term survival, and
quality of life. A prototype visual aid was constructed to present the
information in an efficient and standardized manner. The instrument Evaluation
was then presented to the focus groups for review of content and clarity. After the Decision Board was assessed for validity and reliability in
Refinements were made based on feedback. The Decision Board was volunteers, it was then evaluated in the clinical practice setting. Seven
then piloted with two community surgeons and three patients at the surgeons from different communities in Ontario (Hamilton, Brantford,
decision point. Based on their responses, minor revisions were made. Guelph, St. Catharines, Toronto, and Ottawa) were instructed on the use
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of the decision aid. Five surgeons worked in community practices and by each surgeon for an 18-month period before the introduction of the
two worked in university teaching hospitals. The surgeons were asked Decision Board. Similar exclusion criteria as used for patients in the
to approach all eligible patients attending their offices. To be eligible for Decision Board cohort were applied. Age, marital status, clinical stage,
this study, a woman had to have a recently diagnosed clinical stage I or and type of surgery performed were abstracted for all eligible patients.
11 adenocarcinoma of the breast confirmed either by cytology or Patients seen for the two time periods before and after the introduction
pathologic examination. Reasons for exclusion included medical contra- of the Decision Board were compared.
indications to breast-conserving therapy, such as tumor too large or
breast of insufficient size to permit a lumpectomy (defined as surgical
excision of the tumor with a rim of normal tissue); multicentric Statistical Analysis
carcinoma; diffusely abnormal mammographic changes; or serious

comobidty egcardiovascular, respiratory) that would preclude Descriptive statistics were generated for the demographic characteris-
comoridityv ramn;ntohrieacniaefrbes raito (eg, tics and the outcome variables. Patients' responses for preferences for

previous breast irradiation, pregnancy); inability to speak or read decision making and acceptability of the decision aid are reported as

English fluently; or any psychiatric disorder that would preclude taking frequencies. Patient comprehension was assessed by determining the

part in the process of shared decision making. The study protocol was number of correct responses over the total number of statements. For

reviewed and approved by the Hamilton Civics Hospital Institutional responses to items regarding satisfaction with information received and

Review Board and informed consent to participate in the study was the decision-making process, patients who responded 1 (Strongly

obtained from all patients. Agree) or 2 (Agree) on a 5-point Likert scale were identified as satisfied.

All potentially eligible patients were identified by participating Similarly, surgeons who reported 1 (Strongly Agree) or 2 (Agree) to the

surgeons. Patients were recruited over an 18-month period from June statement "I was satisfied with the decision-making process" were

1996 to November 1997. Patients who met exclusion criteria were identified as satisfied. To determine if physician satisfaction with the

logged but were not approached to participate in the study. Consenting Decision Board was related to their use of the instrument, average

eligible patients were administered the Decision Board. A decision satisfaction with decision making was calculated for each surgeon and

regarding treatment was made either at that visit or a few days later and correlated with the number of times the board was used by a particular

surgery was scheduled. Patients were then interviewed by telephone by physician using a Pearson correlation.

a skilled research assistant within 1 to 2 weeks. During the interview, In an effort to determine if any factors (eg, physician or patient

which took 30 to 40 minutes to administer, patients were questioned characteristics) predicted a patient's choice for surgery, a multivariate

regarding background demographic variables, preferences for involve- logistic regression analysis was performed. Variables examined in the

ment in decision making, general acceptability of the decision aid, model included patient's age, marital status, level of education,

comprehension of basic information relevant to decision making, dependent children, socioeconomic status, distance from the nearest

satisfaction with information received and the decision-making process, radiation therapy facility, clinical stage, surgeon seen, gender of the

other aspects regarding decision making (eg, Did they perceive a surgeon, surgeon's recommendation, and recommendation from the

choice? Did the surgeon make a recommendation?), and their final spouse or first-degree relative.

treatment decision. Patients seen before and after the introduction of the Decision Board

Patient preference for decision making was assessed using a 6-point were compared with respect to demographic characteristics and disease

Likert scale modeled on an instrument developed by Degner et al46: 1 = stage using contingency X2 tests. The rates of breast-conserving surgery

"I prefer to make the final decision about which treatment I receive;" for the two time periods were compared with the X2 test.

2 ="I prefer to make the final selection of my treatment after seriously
considering my doctor's opinion;" 3 = "I prefer that my doctor and I
share responsibility for deciding which treatment is best for me;" 4 ="I RESULTS
prefer that my doctor makes the final decision about which treatment Patient and Surgeon Characteristics
will be used, but seriously considers my opinion;" 5 = "I prefer to leave
all decisions regarding my treatment to my doctor;" and 6 = "I am A total of 244 patients were initially screened for study
unsure." General acceptability of the decision aid was assessed by eligibility; 65 were excluded by participating surgeons.
asking patients questions about how well they understood the Decision Tit-he ainswr xlddbcueo eia
Board, its usefulness in helping them make a decision, its usefulness in Tit-he ainswr xlddbcueo eia
helping them to think of questions to ask, and whether they would contraindications (eg, technical factors, [large tumor-to-

recommend it for others. Patient comprehension was assessed by breast ratio], multicentric carcinoma, diffusely abnormal
correct responses to 14 statements that covered various content areas mammogram, or comorbidity), 19 patients were excluded
(description of options, side effects, and outcomes) using a "true, false, because of administrative issues (eg, non-English speaking,
or unsure" type of format. Patient satisfaction with information received seen in hospital, or approached for another clinical trial), and
and decision-making was assessed using a 5-point Likert scale from I 3ptet eeecue o te esn eapeiu
(Strongly Agree) to 5 (Strongly Disagree).13ptetweeecu dfoohrrasn garvis

Surgeons were asked to complete a self-administered questionnaire contralateral. mastectomy or lumpectomy).
after administration of the instrument for each patient. The question- Of 179 patients identified as eligible, 175 agreed to
nalre included items regarding the process of decision making, and presentation of the Decision Board. Four patients refused to
acceptability and satisfaction with the decision aid. Administration of use the Decision Board because they had already made a
the instrument was also timed on a sample of patients (n = 20).

In an effort to determine if the introduction of the Decision Board decision about treatment and did not want to discuss

influenced clinical practice in terms of the type of surgery performed, treatment options. The mean age of consenting patients was
we reviewed the charts of all newly diagnosed stage I or 11 patients seen 56.2 years (range, 33 to 80 years). Seventy percent had high
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school education or greater, 46% were employed outside the Table 2. Patient Comprehension: Correct Responses by Statement Type

home, and 20% had dependent children. Other demographic (N = 175)

and disease characteristics are listed in Table 1. % Corct

The mean age of the surgeons was 42.2 years (range, 36 to stnt Regarding Response

50 years); three were female and two had an academic Treatment Options
The mean number of who adminis- Definition of mastectomy 100affiliation, patients were Availability of breast reconstruction 92

tered the Decision Board by each surgeon was 25 (range, Use of a breast prosthesis 98
nine to 74). Need for radiation postlumpectomy 99

Other treatments available (eg, chemotherapy) 94

Decision-Making Process Side effects
Scar associated with mastectomy 98

The majority of patients (51%) preferred to make the final Pain and numbness of the chest associated with mastectomy 77
decision or share the decision with the surgeon (36%); 11% Potential for breast deformity postlumpectomy 90
preferred that the doctor make the final decision after Erythemia of skin associated with breast irradiation 91

Skin telangectasia associated with breast irradiation 15Subcutaneous fibrosis associated with breast irradiation 76
decision to the doctor. Ninety-eight percent of women Outcomes
reported that the Decision Board was easy to understand, Chest wall recurrence postmastectomy 89
81% of patients indicated that the Decision Board helped Local breast recurrence after lumpectomy 72
them make a decision, 62% reported that it helped them Equivalent survival for mastectomy or lumpectomy 95

think of questions to ask, and 64% (n = 112) showed it to
someone else, most commonly their spouse (n = 61),
first-degree relatives (n = 48), or friends (n = 13). the decision-making process in 97% of consultations. Physi-
Ninety-eight percent of patients recommended that the cian satisfaction did not correlate with the number of times
Decision Board should be used with other patients. the board was used (P = 0.23)

The average score on the true/false test of comprehension In most instances (57%), the patient's decision was made
was 11.8 of 14 (84%) (range, 6 to 14). The proportion of during the consultation. In a minority of cases, the decision
correct responses for each statement was greater than 70% was made a couple of days after the consultation (32%) or
for all statements except for one relating to skin telangecta- before the consultation itself (11%). All but three patients
sia after breast irradiation postlumpectomy (Table 2). Ninety- perceived that they had been offered a clear choice regarding
seven percent of patients reported satisfaction with the treatment options. Patients reported that surgeons made a
information received, and 95% reported satisfaction with the recommendation in 39% of encounters. In most of these
decision-making process. (78%), the patient had requested a recommendation. Forty-

The Decision Board took an average of 21 minutes to seven percent of patients sought advice from other individu-
administer. Surgeons reported being comfortable with the als, including spouse (n = 20), other first-degree relatives
administration of the instrument (mean score of 89 on a (n = 27), friends (n = 21), or family doctor (n = 19). In all,
linear analog scale from 1 to 100). Surgeons found the 73% of patients chose lumpectomy and radiation, 26%
Decision Board helpful in presenting information to patients chose mastectomy. (Two patients elected not to have any
in 91% of consultations, and reported being satisfied with form of surgical treatment and chose alternative therapies

instead.) On multivariate analysis, the only factor that
Table 1. Characteristics of Patients predicted for a patient's choice was the surgeon's recommen-

T a eristios oad Paens dation for the type of surgery (P = .0001).
Decision Board Use Two hundred thirty-nine patients underwent surgery in the

Before (n = 1941 After (n = 1751 practice during the 18 months before the introduction of the
No. % No. % P Decision Board. Forty-five were excluded: 26 because of

Marital Status medical contraindications, nine because of administrative
Married/cohabiting 135 70 121 69 .93 issues, and 10 for other reasons. The remaining 194 patients
Single/divorced/widowed 59 30 54 31Ageyears 59were compared with 175 patients who were administered theAge, years

-60 104 54 109 62 .09 Decision Board. Both groups were comparable with respect

> 60 90 46 66 38 to marital status, age, and stage of disease (Table 1).
Clinical Stage Breast-conserving surgery was performed more commonly

1 125 64 113 65 .98 before the introduction of the Decision Board (170 of 194
11 69 36 62 35 [88%] v 127 of 175 [73%], P = .001).
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DISCUSSION less often. Many of these women supported their decision by

For women with early breast cancer, the decision regard- indicating that they wanted to avoid radiation therapy and

ing the optimal form of surgical treatment is not straightfor- were less concerned about body image.

ward. We developed a Decision Board to help surgeons The observed results were unexpected. It is unclear

present information regarding the benefits and risks of the whether these results are due to the use of the Decision

two treatment options to women diagnosed with early breast Board or the nature of our study design (before/after). It

cancer to enable them to express a preference for treatment. might be expected that in certain circumstances the Decision

Previous Decision Boards regarding the choice of adju- Board would affect a patient's choice, such as when patients

vant therapies were developed in a tertiary cancer center. 2 2-25  are not clearly informed of their different treatment options,
Instumets eretarete prmariy t yonge woen to when detailed information regarding the different treatment

6 weeks after their initial diagnosis and were administered options and associated outcomes are not provided, or when

by academic oncologists or primary care nurses. The Deci- patients are not actively involved in the decision-making

sion Board for breast cancer surgery was a departure from process. One or all of these reasons may have explained the

previous work. It was introduced to women of all age groups DesionsBoasrvd, snorsuy eoe nrdcinoh

shortly after their diagnosis and administered by general Decisio Badsurgeons may not have clearly offered the
surgonsin te cmmunty.different treatment options of mastectomy or lumpectomy.

sureonsurina the cisommnity. emdobwlccpe Additionally, details regarding the need for radiation treat-

bypthent surgicalgesons Bardke sheemedorto be welaccepted ment after lumpectomy and the risk of recurrence of cancer

indicated a desire to be involved in decision making in a bnteforeasth use nof thae Deiin Boardel patients'. prFerncesy

manner that is consistent with that of previous studies of beoeteuefthDcionBadptetspreecs
wome wih beastcaner,0 an alostall atintswho may not have been routinely elicited. The ideal design to

women witoahe bgreastcner 2 admndstalmost all ptheintuents.h evaluate the impact of the Decision Board is a randomized

wemreaprhedso agee tnoramistation waeygof. The instrumet, controlled trial. This type of design was beyond the scope of

Comprehentsionhofue informatsion woas dwr very god shajoityie the present study. Furthermore, a randomized controlled trial

oft ph nfratienswon uexcagdad the Decision-Badwrevrmatisfie is not without its own methodologic problems. In a random-

withotess informalatio n t exhnedl an the w re dfeeiio-a kinga ized trial, surgeons using the Decision Board may tend to

proices. Almgonst allspatientsefeltmthey wereofferedcaicleard adopt this approach (or a similar one) in standard practice,

c hmoie Sur eon a lson reportedn similar highr satisfactionoand leading to the problem of contam ination. A larger study in

comort wit admigenistratmionue tof theministruernt. The boar which surgeons are randomized to use the instrument or not
tookon verge nly20 inues t adiniteranddidnot may avoid this problem. The design we chose also circum-

seem to unduly lengthen the consultation. These results are vented this concern, but was at potential risk of bias due to
consistent with our previous experience with such instru- confounding changes in patterns of practice over time. To
ments in tertiary cancer centers. avoid this, we evaluated all eligible patients over two

In the regression analysis, the only variable that indepen- consecutive relatively short periods of time.
dently predicted choice was the surgeon's recommendation An important attribute of the Decision Board is that it can
for either lumpectomy or mastectomy. In most of these be easily modified to incorporate local variations in practice
cases, the patients had requested a recommendation. These or changes to treatment approaches over time. Recently
results suggest that patients' preferences cannot be predicted published randomized trials suggest a survival benefit for
a priori and support the use of the Decision Board to locoregional radiation therapy after mastectomy in women
incorporate patients' preferences in difficult treatment deci- with node-positive breast cancer treated with systemic
sions. therapy.47' 4 8 Based on the results of these studies, it is

The impact of the Decision Board on treatment practice anticipated that locoregional radiation therapy will be of-
was evaluated using a before/after design. The rate of fered more frequently to women at high risk of locoregional
breast-conserving surgery decreased (with a corresponding recurrence. This adds to the complexity of the treatment
increase in the use of mastectomy) after the introduction of decision-making process. However, usually there is a se-
the Decision Board. Surgeons participating in the study quence of treatment decisions for early-stage breast cancer.
performed breast-conserving surgery relatively commonly The decision for locoregional radiation is most often made
before the introduction of the Decision Board. When women by the patient and her oncologist after surgery when
were offered a choice of treatment with the use of the important pathologic information is available. In addition,
Decision Board, breast-conserving surgery was performned many women will have node-negative breast cancer, and the
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use of locoregional radiation therapy postmastectomy is tion to information transfer. This was an important consider-
unlikely to be an option. A brief discussion of the use of ation. Patients have indicated that the choice of breast cancer
locoregional radiation therapy after mastectomy treatment surgery is an important decision, and relationship building
could be included in the surgical decision aid, but for the seems to be an important component of shared decision
majority of women, this decision is likely to be best made making.2' (2) The instrument should not take too long to
after surgery. administer, and it should be inexpensive and easy to use.

Various types of decision aids have been developed to (3) The instrument should have been used previously with
facilitate communication of information to patients and oncology patients. The Decision Board met these criteria.
elicit their treatment preferences. Aside from decisional The surgical Decision Board was shown to facilitate shared
analysis,49 which is an indirect method for eliciting patients' decision making. It was well accepted by patients and
preferences for treatment, direct methods that involve the surgeons and was easily applied in the community. These
use of visual aids, audio tapes, 50 and computer technology5' results support its wider use in clinical practice.
have been advocated because they make few assumptions
and are more easily administered. In trying to develop a ACKNOWLEDGMENT
decision aid for breast cancer surgery, we identified several We thank Angela Frisina, Marguerite Neimanis, and Ann Fucic for
criteria that we felt were important: (1) The instrument their assistance with the development and design of the Decision Board
should encourage direct two-way communication in addi- and data collection for this study.

APPENDIX
The Decision Board

Introduction: Breast cancer may be treated in a variety of ways, including surgery, radiation therapy, chemotherapy, and hormonal therapy. The first
step in the treatment of breast cancer is to remove the cancer by surgery. Today we will discuss the two choices for surgical treatment. This is not a
decision that 1, as your doctor, can make alone. We feel it is important for you to understand a little bit about breast cancer so you can take part in
deciding what is best for you.

Two types of surgery are possible: one is removal of the breast, called a mastectomy; the second is removal of the lump, called lumpectomy. Since
the early 1980s, the results of medical studies have shown that the two treatments are the same for survival. In other words, one treatment is not better
than the other for improving your chances of surviving cancer. The two treatments do differ, however. Mastectomy results in the loss of your breast,
and usually no radiation therapy is required. Lumpectomy, on the other hand, involves removal of the part of the breast that contains the cancer, and in
addition, radiation therapy is offered.

Both of these treatments also include an axillary node dissection. Some nodes or glands under the arm are removed at the time of surgery. This is
done to sec if the cancer has spread to these nodes. If cancer spreads to these nodes, there is a higher chance that the cancer may spread to other parts of
the body. This is important information for you and your doctor to help to decide if other treatments, such as hormonal therapy or chemotherapy, are
necessary.

Other Issues: We have discussed your choices for surgery, what that entails, the side effects, and possible outcomes. I have a copy of the
information presented on the Decision Board for you to take home. In choosing between the two options, please read carefully and make sure that you
understand what is available.

Remember, the chance for survival is the same for each choice. So in deciding between the two options, think about the issues that will affect your
day-to-day life. Keep in mind that every woman is different and that you must choose the option that is best for you.

You may want to consider some of the following:

"* How will the results of your treatment choice affect your daily activities, for example, the way you dress or the style of clothing you like to wear?

"* How will the results of your treatment choice affect the way you feel about your self, your body, and your sexuality?

"* How will the results of your treatment choice affect your relationships with others?

"* Will the treatment you choose be inconvenient for you? Consider the length of the treatment and the need to travel to the cancer center.

Some women find it helpful to speak with other women who have been through a similar experience. If you would like to speak with another
woman with breast cancer, this can be arranged.
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omen with Stage I or II breast adeno- patients and their surgeon or allow women to par-
- , p •( carcinoma face agonizing treatment ticipate in the decision-making process with their

- choices. While their surgeons make it physician during the surgical consultation.
Sclear that breast-conserving surgery Mirsky, along with six other Canadian sur-

A and mastectomy are equivalent in achieving long- geons, recently tested an educational tool that fa-
term survival, the women still have to mull over cilitates the communication of information about
the details of each treatment option-for example, breast conserving surgery and mastectomy, in-
the extent of surgery, nature and location of the creases patients' comprehension of the risks and
incision, need for a drain, and use of other postop- benefits of treatment, enhances the ability of pa-
erative therapy. The women must compare the like- tients to express their treatment preferences, and
lihood and type of side effects and weigh other out- empowers their involvement in decision making.
comes, such as the appearance of the breast and For Mirsky and his surgical colleagues, the tool
the incision scar after surgery. These women also reduces the amount of time needed to discuss breast
must consider highly individual issues and decide cancer therapy, provides clear and concise compari-
how the results of their choice of treatment will sons, and yet permits surgeons to embellish and
affect their self-esteem, body image, sexuality, per- augment important aspects of treatment or follow-
sonal relationships, and the way they dress or their up care and clarify perceptions. "So patients are
style of clothing, not leaving with their heads spinning," he said.

Many women with invasive breast cancer need The Decision Board for mastectomy or
to overcome misconceptions before they can wisely lumpectomy is one of a series of decision aids in-
choose therapy. "Most of the patients and families volving breast cancer treatment alternatives that
who come to our breast center perceive a have been developed since the early 1990s when
lumpectomy to be just that; they believe we will be controversy surrounded the appropriateness of
taking out the lump with a minimal amount of certain forms of treatment (such as adjuvant che-
breast tissue around it. They don't realize that we motherapy for node-negative breast cancer), and
will be removing the malignancy with a substan- evidence started appearing in the literature that
tial amount of normal breast tissue in order to get communication between physicians and cancer
clear pathological margins; so they will be having patients was poor.
more surgery than they expected," said Douglas
Mirsky, MD, MSc, FACS, a general surgeon at Ot- Tailored information
tawa Civic Hospital, Ottawa, ON. A classic research paper in the Journal of Clini-

Nor are the women aware that they most likely cal Oncology in 1989 found that physicians tended
will need radiotherapy after breast-conserving sur- to be unvarying in their presentation of informa-
gery or that there is a low but definite risk of local tion to women about breast cancer therapy. The
recurrence of cancer in the breast in spite of excel- information was not tailored to the woman, the
lent surgery and radiotherapy. "They don't like the stage of disease, size of the tumor, the risk of local
idea they may have to go through this whole ter- or distant recurrence, or the prospects for survival.
ror again," Mirsky added. "The physicians were not specific about associated

benefits and risks. They tended to use qualitative
Empowered patients information, saying things like: 'This will help you.'

There are many types of educational vehicles for 'The outcome for this treatment is good.' 'The side
helping women sort through the various aspects effects are not bad,"' said radiation oncologist
of treatment for breast cancer, including computer- Timothy Whelan, BCh, MSc. "So when the re-
based programs and CD-ROMs, audiotapes, and searchers interviewed women afterward, not sur-
pamphlets. However, these materials are given to prisingly, they found that the women had poor
women after they have met with and discussed understanding of the associated benefits and risks
their disease and treatment with the surgeon, and of therapy. And when a physician made a rather
the instruments are not interactive. The materi- firm recommendation about treatment, the patient
als were designed to impart or reinforce informa- generally accepted it," said Whelan, an associate
tion, not to improve direct communication between professor in the department of medicine at 2
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S" ~DECISION BOARD,•

Dr. Ken Sanders, a general surgeon in Hamilton, ON, administering the Decision Board to a patient.

McMaster University, Toronto, and principal in- he said. "Choosing between lumpectomy and mas-
vestigator in the development of the Decision tectomy can be looked upon as a difficult decision
Board. because clearly there is no difference in survival,

Other research at the time indicated that cancer but there is impact on quality of life," he said.
patients, especially women with breast cancer, The objective was to create an educational in-
wanted more information about their disease and strument that would be evidence-based and yet
more of a role in making decisions about their inexpensive, easy to use for both physicians and
care.2-5  patients, and easy to incorporate in the standard

After creating a decision aid for counseling surgical consultation. Whelan and his associates
women with node negative breast cancer about consequently conducted a systematic review of the
adjuvant chemotherapy and irradiation after literature that compared mastectomy and breast
lumpectomy, Whelan and his associates at the Sup- conserving surgery plus radiotherapy and coa-
portive Cancer Care Research Unit in Hamilton lesced survival, recurrence, and quality of life data
Regional Cancer Centre, Hamilton, ON, focused from six randomized trials, one meta-analysis, one
on breast conserving surgery and mastectomy be- systematic review, and 19 outcomes studies. The

26 cause the choice between the two "is not clear cut," researchers also conducted interviews with sur-
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geons and breast cancer patients RESULTS OF TREATMENT CHOICE
to identify the types of informa-
tion needed to choose between For Breast For Survival
therapies; assembled focus
groups of physicians and pa- MASTECTOMY(MASTECTOMY
tients to refine the characteris- . W=My[c etYour chance of

tics of an effective decision aid; .Sowameomay yupbio.sofr Y - surviving cancer
and conducted a small pilot test .amist survving cance

with community surgeons and is the
patients to fine-tune the instru- sAr.s as with
ment. asno with bc ngo&ft but:• o I & of 100 wore wM .c thi In L umpectomy

The result is a 20 x 25-inch 11" u,0 plus Radiation
Plexiglas card with a foam core .lu Radiabtion"I
that is large enough to display

but small and light enough to
carry and store. The board con- A segment of the Decision Board.
tains information about mastec-
tomy and lumpectomy plus ra-
diation in four separate panels:
treatment choice, side effects,
results of treatment for the
breast, and results of treatment for survival. In- tailor the discussion to the patient's particular cir-
formation in each panel is presented as a series of cumstances and answer the patient's questions.
succinct, bulleted items. The mastectomy panel, Additional information cards also are available.
for example, explains that: The first, which is reviewed with the patient be-

"* the entire breast and some lymph nodes will fore using the Decision Board, provides a general
be removed, explanation of surgical treatment for breast can-

"* the patient will be left with a scar running cer, lists and defines each of the two types of surgi-
across the chest, cal treatment but emphasizes that neither treat-

"* a drain will be inserted near the scar under ment is better at improving a woman's chances
the arm and remain in place for 5 to 10 days after for survival and that both involve axillary node
surgery to withdraw excess fluid, dissection. The second, which follows the Decision

• the patient may be referred for other hor- Board discussion, asks the patient to consider how
monal or drug treatment after surgery, each treatment option will affect her attitude,

las- • radiation normally is not needed. lifestyle, and personal appearance. A third card
3ion The panel on side effects groups signs and symp- explains breast reconstruction.
-val, toms by the likelihood of their occurrence: often, All patient education cards and a smaller repro-

sometimes, or rarely. Information about the results duction of the Decision Board are given to patients
in- of treatment for the breast is accompanied by an to take home with them so they can reflect further
yet illustration of the way the breast will appear after on their choices and discuss them with their fam-

and surgery, and the final panel for each treatment ily members and other physicians.
lard option stresses that the chance of surviving can-
ates cer is the same regardless of whether the choice of Using the board
7the treatment is mastectomy or breast conserving sur- The Decision Board was tested by two surgeons
east gery. in university settings and five surgeons in com-
coa- Each panel of the Decision Board is covered by a munity practice within the province of Ontario
data sliding door. During the consultation with the pa- between June 1996 and November 1997. A total of
, one tient, the surgeon opens each panel in succession, 175 patients with Stage I or II adenocarcinoma
The and both the surgeon and the patient read the in- were counseled using the Decision Board, and pa-
sur- formation that is revealed. The surgeon can then tients and surgeons were interviewed to assess the 27
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effectiveness and acceptability of the tool. hind lymph node dissection or the complications
According to the findings from this study, which that may arise from that portion of treatment.

were published in the June 1999 issue of the Jour- As he pointed out, however, "Other decision aids
nal of Clinical Oncology, the Decision Board was are merely giving patients information. With this
readily accepted by both patients. Ninety-eight tool, your patients are looking at specific items of
percent of patients felt the Decision Board was easy information, hearing you talk about these points,
to understand, and an equal percentage recoin- and asking questions at the same time, and you
mended that the decision aid should be used with can pause and elaborate whenever you need to."
other patients. Ninety-five percent of patients were The entire discussion is geared for enhancing com-
satisfied with the information they obtained munication between physician and patient. "The
through the Decision Board, and 95 percent were process is interactive. The patient is right there
satisfied with the decision-making process using with me, so while I'm focusing on the lymph node
the board. Eighty-one percent of patients believed portion of the panel, I'm grabbing a pen and draw-
the counseling instrument helped them make a ing the axillary area myself, explaining why we
treatment decision, and 62 percent said it helped need to remove the lymph nodes," Mirsky said.
them think of questions to ask. At present, the paper version of the Decision

The decision aid also scored highly in its ability Board is being studied in a randomized trial in-
to convey information to patients. Women achieved volving more than 30 surgeons in the province of
an average score of 84 percent on a true-false test Ontario, and a computer-based alternative is un-
of comprehension and a greater than 70 percent der development. Although the Decision Board is
rate of correct responses for each question in the not currently available for purchase, Dr. Whelan
test. will gladly discuss this educational tool with in-

Surgeons were comfortable using the counsel- terested surgeons. More information may be ob-
ing aid, which took an average of 21 minutes to tained from Dr. Whelan, Hamilton Regionai Can-
administer. Surgeons reported that the tool was cer Center, 699 Concession St., Hamilton, ON L8V
helpful in presenting information to patients in 5C2, Canada, 905/387-9711, ext. 4501. IrI
91 percent of their consultations, and they were
satisfied with the way the tool fostered decision Rfrne
making in 97 percent of the consultations. Even Rfrne
more revealing, said Whelan, were the surgeons' 1. Siminoff LA, Fetting JH, Aeloff MD: Doctor-pa-
subjective opinions about the instrument. "When tient communication about breast cancer adju-
we spoke to the surgeons afterward, they said the vant therapy. J Clin Oncology 7:1192-1200,
tool was simple; it didn't cause them to change their 1989.

prciedramatically. It also allowed them to give 2. MacKillop WJ, Stewart WE, Ginsburg AD, et al:
practiceCancer patients' perceptions of their disease and

each woman a clear picture of her treatment op- its treatment. Br J Cancer, 58:355-358, 1988.
tions and make sure each woman was informed to 3. Margolese RG: Breast cancer surgery: Who
the same degree," he said. chooses and how? Can Med Assoc J, 150:331-333,

When Mirsky tested the Decision Board with 40 -1994.
4. Rose G: Reflections on the changing times. BMJ,

of his own patients, he found it reduced the amount 301:683-687, 1990.
of time he needed to deliver the same information 5. Brock DW, Wartman SA: When competent pa-
he would give in a traditional consultation. The tients make irrational choices. New Engi J Med,
board helped frame the discussion because it orga- 332:1595-1599, 1990.
nized information and addressed the same issues
for each treatment option in a sequential fashion
and the comparisons were clear and concise. "You
have to embelish some of the items on the Deci-
sion Board, particularly when you talk about
lymph node removal under the arm," Mirsky ac-
knowledged, because he feels the decision aid does

28 not include enough detail about the rationale be-
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Appendix 3: Sample of Community Surgeon Letters
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October 7, 1999

Dr. Whelan
Hamilton Regional Cancer Center
699 Concession St.
Hamilton, Ontario L8V5C5 Canada

Dear Dr. Whelan,

I found the recent article by Karen Sandcick regarding your breast cancer teacling tool to be very
interesting and I believe it would compliment my own presentation very nicely. When the decision
board is available, please send me an application so that Inmight incorporate it into my practice. It
appears to be very well designed and parallels my teaching methods precisely. You have my best
regards.

S, 

3y,
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October 4, 1999

Timothy Whelan, BChMSc
Hamilton Regional Cancer Center
699 Concession Street
Hamilton, Ontario L8V 5C2 Canada

Dear Dr. Whelan:

I read the article about the Decision Board you are studying to help patients select
treatment for breast cancer. Since my whole patient population is that of people with
breast disease, I would be very interested in any further information you have about this
board. I would even be willing to participate in a study in using this.

Please send any further information to me at the above address. Thank you in advance
for any help you can give me.

Very truly yours,
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September 30, 1999

Dr. Timothy Whelan
Hamilton Regional Cancer Center
699 Concession Street
Hamilton, ON L8V5C2
CANADA

Dear Dr. Whelan:

Ours is a general surgical practice. We see cancer patients on a weekly basis. Today,
one of our surgeons ran across an article in the September 1999 issue of the American
College of Surgeons Bulletin regarding your development of the Decision Board for
mastectomy and lumpectomy. We understand that currently the Board is not available
for purchase. However, we would appreciate any information you can share regarding
this educational tool.

Thank you in advance for your assistance. We look forward to hearing from you.

Sincerely,
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September 28, 1999

Dr. Timothy Whelan
Hamilton Regional Cancer Center
699 Concession Street
Hamilton, ON L8V5C2 Canada

Dear Dr. Whelan:

I read the article in the Bulletin of the American College of
Surgeons by Karen Sandrick regarding the Decision Board which you
have developed. I would be very interested in knowing more about
this and how this can be purchased when it is available. I do a
considerable volume of breast surgery in my practice and think
this would be most helpful in the education of my patients.
After the Decision Board is available, if you are interested in
any follow-up on how it is received by patients, I would be happy
to participate in that.

Sincerr-ly~-
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Appendix 4: Copies of Node-negative Instruments: 3 Risk Categories
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Abstract

Background: The primary objective of this study was to develop a decision aid which would encourage and assist
patients to become involved in treatment decision making, and help clinicians to objectively educate patients about the
benefits and risks of adjuvant chemotherapy for breast cancer. A secondary objective was to investigate the factors
influencing this treatment decision-making process for women when choosing between adriamycin and cyclophosphamide
(AC) versus cyclophosphamide, methotrexate and 5-fluorouracil (CMF) chemotherapy. Methods: An educational visual
instrument called a Decision Board was developed consisting of written and graphical material. The Decision Board displays
general information about chemotherapy and detailed information about each chemotherapy regimen, including the schedule
and side effects, and was presented to patients with a scripted standardized oral explanation. The instrument was evaluated in
46 premenopausal women newly diagnosed with node-positive breast cancer. Following presentation of the board, the
patients were given a take-home version to review and asked to return 1-2 weeks later with a decision. During the second
visit each patient was asked to complete a questionnaire regarding demographics, learning and comprehension, treatment
preference, and factors influencing their decision. Results: Recall of information was acceptable ( Ž- 80%). The Decision
Board was found helpful by all, but the level of difficulty with decision making was variable. Out of 46 women, 23 women
chose AC, 21 chose CMF, and two chose no treatment. The major factors affecting treatment preference were related to the
impact on quality of life, the length of therapy, and the side effects, in particular, vomiting and alopecia. Conclusions: The
Decision Board appears to be a valuable educational tool that enables patients to become well-informed and directly involved
in their treatment decisions. © 1999 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Breast neoplasm; Adjuvant chemotherapy; Patient education; Treatment decision making; Quality of life
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Oncology health care professionals and their patients differ with regards to toxicity, treatment schedule,
are often confronted with treatment decisions that route of administration, duration of treatment, and
may not only impact survival but may have a the number of required clinic visits, all of which may
significant impact on the patient's quality of life. In affect a person's perceived quality of life. Therefore,
these instances both the associated benefits and risks the choice between AC and CMF must be based
must be considered and a choice made. The concept upon factors which affect a person's quality of life.
of shared decision making, also referred to as shared In view of the importance of patient involvement in
control, between the patient and health care team is such a decision we wanted to develop a method
emerging as an important concept in oncology whereby information regarding the benefits and risks
practice. The provision of information along with the of AC and CMF could be presented to a woman and
opportunity to participate in the management of his she could state a preference.
or her own health care acknowledges individuality The use of visual educational decision aids, called
and personal preference. However, the optimal meth- Decision Boards, to assist in the transfer of in-
od of facilitating patient decision making is not formation concerning treatment options is a rela-
known. tively new concept. Previously these aids have been

Research has shown that more and more patients used with patients with axillary node-negative breast
prefer to be informed and involved, at least to some cancer to offer them a choice between adjuvant
extent, in decisions regarding their own care. In- therapy or no further treatment [13,14]. Levine et al.
creased patient participation in treatment decision [13] and Whelan et al. [14] presented women with
making may improve hope for a favourable outcome the side effects of treatment versus the modest but
[1] and patient compliance [ 2]. Several studies have significant improvement in outcome. Patients who
indicated that some oncology patients, prefer to share used such an instrument chose one option over the
treatment control with their physicians and be in- other for various reasons. However, because the
volved in the treatment decision making process choice of active treatment offered improved survival
[1,3,4]. The patients who prefer a more active role [131 or increased freedom from local recurrence [14]
are often female [4,5], younger [1,4-6], well-edu- the predominant reason for choosing treatment was
cated [1,5,6], and have a reproductive cancer such as probably the perceived additional benefit offered.
breast cancer [5]. Those offered participation in We describe here a study conducted with consecu-
treatment decisions show better psychological adjust- tive premenopausal patients who presented with
ment [7-9] and greater satisfaction with their medi- axillary node-positive breast cancer. The primary
cal care [6,10] than those not given a choice. objective was to develop an instrument to facilitate

There is little controversy concerning the recoin- women to participate in a treatment decision regard-
mendation of adjuvant chemotherapy for pre- ing the type of adjuvant chemotherapy. We wanted to
menopausal women with axillary node-positive explore the feasibility of this approach within a busy
breast cancer. A recent meta-analysis demonstrated, outpatient oncology clinic and to explore the educa-
for women younger than 50 years of age, a reduction tional value of the Decision Board by measuring
in recurrence with an odds ratio of 0.64±.05, P < patient comprehension. A secondary objective was to
.00001, and a reduction in death with an odds ratio examine the factors affecting the decision-making
of .75 ±.06, P < .0001, with poly-chemotherapy [111. process for newly diagnosed patients when choosing
In addition, recent data suggest that some regimens between two equally effective adjuvant chemother-
are equally efficacious. The NSABP clinical trial, apy regimens. We anticipated that factors relating to
B-15, has demonstrated that four 21-day cycles of a patient's personal perception of quality of life, such
doxorubicin (adriamycin) and cyclophosphamide as short-term or long-term toxicity, and convenience
(AC) and six 28-day cycles of cyclophosphamide, would predominate.
methotrexate, and 5-fluorouracil (CMF) are equally
effective adjuvant chemotherapy regimens for treat-
ing premenopausal women with axillary node posi- 2. Methods
tive breast cancer in terms of disease-free survival
and overall survival [12]. However, these regimens Our aim was to develop an instrument that would
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be acceptable to patients and clinicians, easy to three sections. The first provided general information
understand and helpful in decision making. about chemotherapy, the second provided details of

the treatment schedule, and the third section dis-
played the incidence of nausea, vomiting, and

2.1. Instrument development alopecia associated with each regimen [12], see Fig.
1. The clinician read aloud the written material and

A Decision Board was developed to assist women explained the graphical information contained on
with node-positive breast cancer to choose between seven cards and placed them on the board in
two adjuvant chemotherapy treatments, AC and sequence. Some additional information was given
CMF, using a framework previously described [13- about less common side effects associated with each
15]. The content of the Decision Board was based treatment but not included on the Board. These
upon information from the clinical trial [12] with details, contained in the script, were thought to be
input from the oncologists and nurses of the breast relevant and important for informed decision mak-
cancer clinic as well as women currently undergoing ing. It should be noted that the incidence of nausea
treatment for breast cancer. The details regarding and vomiting reported in the results of the clinical
treatment schedule and the incidence of side effects trial [12] occurred prior to the general acceptance
were obtained from the randomized study [12]. A and use of 5-HT3 antagonists as antiemetics. In this
written script was developed to accompany the study, women were routinely informed, and remind-
Decision Board to maintain consistency during pre- ed in the script, that ondansetron was now available
sentation. and that it may help reduce the risk of vomiting

The Decision Board (75 x 45 cm) was designed in [16,17].

Chemotherapy Treatment Choice Side-Effects
"ll-catment A - AC

Treatment A - AC

Treatment lasts 2 u` months. o
Chemotherapy kills cancer cells. . 2org
It drculatcs throughouut your body 02 Drugs
tothebloodastream. (both by IV.). r W

. One visit every 3 weeks to 5* i
Along with cancer ce=s receive drugs. 60chemotheropy Imusetims kills

ncrmal esctho dwblo.d th * rTakes about 60 minutes for 40
cells lining your mouth and digestive tract nurse to give I.V. drugs.
and hair cells. * C Clini Visits. 0

Thits caný came low blood counts, lea
resistance to Infectdon. feelIng Ured, _____000_________L

mouth sorcr, diarrtc~a and hair loss. Tm~etment B - CMF
Normal cells will grow hack.

Urreattent lasts 6 months. Trctmnct .a ?-IlF

3 Drugs (2 by IV. and I by mouth). to
Two visits per month to get I.V.

cchance of survival. It reduces drugs.

the risk of the cancer coming Takes about 20 minutes for nurse c

back. flowevereveo with to LV. drug-. a
chemotherapy there Is a chrance Take pills for 2 weeks of every
its. month. -
Tmren.t A Mad 'freatuent i 12 Clinic Visits. Wi pro"Inte '. "Z•'!:'=
aga•nst the cancer coming back. 0

Fig. 1. Schematic depiction of the decision board. A more detailed description is available from the authors upon request.
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A questionnaire was developed to assess demo- diagnosed with breast cancer and seven healthy
graphic information, learning and comprehension, female volunteers. All subjects were administered
and the factors affecting the decision making pro- the Decision Board and questionnaire to check for
cess. Demographic information including age, mani- clarity of the instruments and procedures used in the
tal status, number of children, child care, employ- study. Of the four women with breast cancer, two
ment, income, education, and religion was collected, chose CMF and two chose AC. Of the seven
as well as place of residence and the type of breast volunteers, four women chose CMF and three chose
surgery. To assess learning and comprehension from AC. When the volunteers underwent repeat testing 2
the Decision Board the women were asked to weeks later all seven women expressed the same
respond yes, unsure, or no to eight statements preference, Kappa statistic = 1, P < .005. This pre-
regarding the potential benefits and risks of AC and test provided evidence towards establishing reliabili-
CMF. Data related to acceptability was obtained by ty as the volunteers' choices and responses remained
asking each woman to rate the Decision Board in consistent on the first and second presentation.
terms of helpfulness. Participants were also asked to Previous instruments [13,141 were validated on
state their treatment choice, the level of difficulty healthy volunteers and in this case no formal valida-
they experienced while making their decision, and tion process was undertaken in view of the positive
whether anyone had influenced their decision-making results.
process.

Information regarding the factors affecting deci- 2.3. Sample
sion making was collected in two ways. First, an
open-ended question asked each woman to list the The study sample was 46 premenopausal women
top three reasons for making her treatment choice. newly diagnosed with primary node-positive breast
Second, the following list of 15 factors, which were cancer who were referred for a medical oncology
predicted to play a role in this treatment decision, consultation following surgery. All subjects were
appeared in the questionnaire: overall side effects; English speaking, literate, and had signed an in-
nausea; vomiting; hair loss; the number of veni- formed consent form.
punctures for bloodwork and treatment; the number
of trips to the cancer centre; caring for your family 2.4. Procedure/ladministration of board
(your role as a wife, mother, daughter, or sister);
maintaining your home (your responsibilities alone Women who agreed to participate in the study
or as part of a family - e.g., housework, meals, were presented the Decision Board by a nurse. In an
gardening); the age of your children; what your effort to take into account order of presentation, each
family might think; what your friends might think; woman was randomized to receive one of two
the experience of a friend; returning to work; finan- versions of the Decision Board. One version dis-
cial concerns (loss of income, child care, travel played CMF first (Version One) while the other
expenses); and maintaining your normal routine. The displayed AC first (Version Two). This was to
women were asked to rate the level of importance of determine whether the order in which the treatment
each factor to their treatment decision using a three- options were presented influenced choice.
point Likert scale from one to three, where one The Decision Board was presented by the research
equalled 'very important', two equalled 'important', nurse for the first 30 patients. One of four primary
and three equalled 'not important/not applicable', care nurses presented the board to the remaining

All sections of the questionnaire were developed patients in order to further test the instrument with
for this study [18]. The Decision Board, script, and the staff as part of the clinic routine. Each patient
questionnaire were written at a grade eight readabili- was informed that she need not make a decision
ty level according to the SMOG test [19]. during this clinic visit and was given a 28 X 43 cm

photocopy of the Decision Board as well as a copy
2.2. Pretesting of the script to take home and consider. A return

appointment was given for I or 2 weeks later at
Pretesting was performed on four women newly which time she was asked to have made a decision.
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Upon the patient's return visit, she was asked to state the new patient breast cancer clinic at the Hamilton
her treatment preference and offered the opportunity Regional Cancer Centre over 26 weeks for the first
to ask questions related to her choice. At this time 30 patients and over a further 21 weeks for the final
each woman completed the full questionnaire. 16 patients.

2.5. Statistical analysis 3.1. Demographic data

All questionnaire responses were coded and en- Information regarding age, marital status, children,
tered into a database system. Statistical analyses was child care, employment, income, education, and the
conducted using the spss software package. Descrip- type of breast surgery is summarized in Table 1. The
tive statistics were generated for the demographic mean age of all participants was 45.5 years, ranging
and outcome variables. A X2 test was used to from 34 to 53 with a median of 48 years. Of the 46
compare the frequencies of responses for the non- women, 24 had had a mastectomy and 22 had had
parametric data and treatment choice by the Decision breast conserving surgery.
Board version for some of the demographic items
and decision-making questions. The list of factors 3.2, Learning and comprehension
that were predicted to play a role in the treatment
decision were analyzed in the following manner. The percent of correct responses for the eight
Mean importance score for the reasons for a patient's questions ranged from 80 to 100% as shown in Table
choice was determined. For patients who chose AC 2. No significant difference was found between the
versus those who chose CMF, a t-test was used to responses of the women in the two treatment choice
compare the mean scores for each factor. An analysis groups.
of variance was not performed due to the small

sampe sie ad nuber f vriabes.3.3. Acceptability of the decision board

Clinician acceptability was high. Subjective feed-
3. Results back obtained from both the nurses and physicians in

the clinic revealed that they found the Board useful,
All eligible women were approached and all particularly since it presented the information in a

agreed to participate. Data collection took place in uniform and objective manner.

Table I
Demographics

ALL (n =46) AC (n 23) CMF (n =21)

Variable: Mean Median Range Mean Median Range Mean Median Range
Age: 45,5 48U 34-53 45.3 49.0 34-52 46.2 47.0 35-53

n %n %n%

Marital status (married) 35 76 16 70 18 86
Children (of any age) 36 78 15 65 20 95
Child care available 24 52 11 48 13 62
Child care not appl. 19 41 10 43 8 38
Employed 29 63 13 57 14 67
Position prof/ sr.mgmtf/ skilled 31 67 16 70 14 67
Family income Ž!$30,000 29 63 14 61 14 67
Education ;- high school 39 85 20 87 18 86
Mastectomy 24 52 16 70 7 33
Breast-conserving Surgery 22 48 7 30 14 67
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Table 2 therapy treatment. The demographic characteristics
Learning and comprehension statements of the women who chose AC were similar to those

No- correct % who chose CMF. Of the twenty-four women who

Chemotherapy can kill cancer cells 4496 had had a mastectomy, sixteen chose AC and seven
and normal cells in the body chose CMF and of the twenty-two women who had
Normal cells can recover from 42 91 had breast-conserving surgery seven chose AC and
chemotherapy and grow again fourteen chose CMF, P = 0.03.
AC and CMF offer the same chance of 40 87 There were no significant differences found be-
survival, they both help prevent the
cancer from coming back tween the number of women who chose AC or CMF
AC takes 4 months to finish 37 80 related to whether they had been presented Version
CMF means coming to the centre 12 42 91 One (CMF first) or Version Two (AC first) of the
times for treatment Decision Board. Of the twenty-three women who
AC means getting chemotherapy through 37 80 weepsntdVrinOeothDcsonBa,
an intravenous and by taking pillsweereetdVsinOeothDcsonBa,
There is a greater chance of vomiting 38 83 ten (44%) chose AC while twelve (52%) chose CMF
with CMF and one chose no treatment. Of the twenty-three
There is a greater chance of losing 42 91 women presented Version Two, thirteen (57%) chose
my hair with AC AC while nine (39%) chose CMF and one chose no

treatment.

The time required to administer the Decision 3.5. Factors influencing choice
Board ranged from 15 to 30 min depending upon the
number of questions asked. The time required to The list of responses to the open-ended question
complete the questionnaire ranged from 10 to 25 were compiled and grouped together according to
min. certain themes resulting in the formation of nine

The Decision Board was rated 'quite helpful' and categories. The side effects category included spe-
'very helpful' by 98% of the women and 'somewhat cific reasons containing the words 'vomiting', 'hair
helpful' by the remainder. However, responses to the loss', 'nausea', 'heart effects', and 'side effects' in
level of difficulty with decision making varied across general. The 'impact on quality of life' category
a five-point scale from 'very much' to 'not at all', included general statements relating to the effects of
Fourteen participants (32%) answered 'not at all' treatment on physical and psychological functioning
while the responses of the other participants were as well as comments made about maintaining or
almost equally divided amongst the other four op- returning to a state of normal or wellness. 'Time'
tions, 'a little bit' (18%), 'somewhat' (18%), 'quite a referred to the overall treatment duration. 'Family
bit' (16%), and 'very much' (16%). concerns' took into account reasons relating to

Participants were also asked if their decision was children, husband, or parents. 'Treatment schedule'
influenced by anyone and who that person was. included comments about the number of treatments,
Twenty-one (46%) answered a 'family member or intravenous starts, and needle punctures, as well as,
friend' while 13 women (28%) stated 'no one' had the time between treatments, the route of administra-
influenced them. When asked, no patient indicated tion, and the monitoring by health care professionals
that a cancer centre nurse or physician had in- throughout the chemotherapy regimen. 'Treatment
fluenced their choice. efficacy' included statements in which the treatments

were thought to be equally effective, one treatment
was thought to be better than the other, and the

3.4. Treatment choice treatment was known to be effective. 'Number of
trips and distance' included reasons referring to

Twenty-three women (50%) chose AC and 21 transportation and the number of required trips or
(46%) chose CMF. Two women chose no chemo- visits to the clinic. Work referred to employment
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Table 3 According to the list of factors, the whole sample
Most important reasons by treatment choice and the AC group rated maintaining your normal
Reasons ALL AC CMF routine as very important the most often. The CMF
First Side effects Time Side effects group rated overall side effects and vomiting as very
Second Impact on Impact on Impact on important the most often. Using t-tests, six factors

quality of life quality of life quality of life were found to be rated significantly different in
Third Time Number of trips Treatment schedule iprac ytewmnwocoeA n hs

who chose CMF (Table 4). The CMF group rated
overall side effects, nausea, vomiting, alopecia, and

the experience of a friend as more important than the
reasons. 'The influence of others' referred to state- AC group. The AC group rated the number of
ments which quoted the opinions of others outside of required trips to the centre as more important than
family members such as a friend and a family the CMF group.
physician.

The most common reason for choice given by the
whole sample was side effects. This was followed by 4.Dsuio
impact on quality of life and then time. Those who
chose AC gave time as the most popular reason for Shared decision making is increasingly advocated
their choice followed by impact on quality of life and as the ideal model for clinical decision making. The
then the number of trips. Those who chose CMF decision regarding the type of adjuvant chemother-
stated side effects as their most common reason for apy for premenopausal women with axillary node
choice followed by impact on quality of life and then positive breast cancer is complex as some regimens
treatment schedule (Table 3). The particular side have been shown to have equal efficacy with differ-
effects stated the most often were vomiting and ent toxicity profiles. For the choice between AC and
alopecia. CMF, a patient must trade off a shorter treatment

regimen (AC) with potentially worse toxicity versus
a longer treatment schedule with potentially milder

Table 4 toxicity (CMF). -Our objective was to develop an
Comparison of factors across treatments instrument to help clinicians transfer information
Variable No. of cases Mean S.D. P regarding the benefits and risks of these two reg-

Overall side effects imens. Previous instruments had been developed for
AC 20 1.85 0.59 .000 women regarding the choice of additional treatment
CMF 17 1.12 0.33 versus no further treatment. The context around this

Nausea decision was felt to be different, involving the choice
AC 21 2.05 0.67 .004 between two types of chemotherapy, AC and CMF.
CMF 19 1.42 0.61 Our results demonstrate that the instrument was

Vomiting acceptable. All patients consented to participate. The
AC 21 2.05 0.67 .000 educational value of the instrument is shown by the
CMF 20 1.30 0.47 high level of accuracy that was obtained when

Alopecia comprehension was tested. Women found the Deci-
AC 22 2.18 0.80 .034 sion Board particularly helpful in making a decision
CMF 18 1.67 0.69 about treatment. Patients uniformly indicated that the

Number of trips doctor or nurse did not influence their choice sug-
AC 22 1.82 0.80 .000 gesting that when patients are empowered in decision
CMF 20 2.80 0.41 making, the physician's influence may be less im-

Experience of a friend portant [14]. Application of the Decision Board was
AC2 .6 .4 .0AC 212.76 0.54 .009 found to be feasible within a regional adult outpati-

CMF 2 2.10 0.91ent breast cancer clinic. The nurses in the clinic
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administered the Decision Board in no greater time Additionally, breast conserving surgery is usually
than is usually required for patient teaching in order accompanied by radiation therapy extending the
to fulfil informed consent. Clinician feedback regard- length of primary treatment as compared to mastec-
ing the feasibility of the Board in a busy outpatient tomy which is usually not followed by radiation
setting was positive, treatment. Women who preferred a shorter duration

Treatment choice was split fairly evenly between of primary therapy may also have been more inclined
AC and CMF and was not predictable by demo- to choose AC chemotherapy. Since it is unclear if all
graphic factors. It was also not influenced by the women in our sample were offered a choice of
order of presentation of treatment choices. While this surgery, these reasons remain speculative.
group of women chose between two equally effective With any study, there are limitations associated
adjuvant chemotherapy regimens, it appears that for with the design and method chosen. Important
most participants their treatment decision depended limitations here include a relatively small sample
upon the outcome of how each individual weighed size and the lack of a control group in which the
the importance of two issues, the side effects and decision aid was not used which limits our ability to
time. For a woman thinking about the value each one generalize the results to other groups and to com-
held, safety and risk were important considerations. ment on clinical application. Previous studies have
Generally, a woman who chose AC was willing to suggested problems with the traditional physician-
take a greater chance that she may experience the patient consultation in communication regarding the
side effects for the advantage of being finished benefits and risks of chemotherapy [201 and in-
treatment in a shorter period of time. Whereas a volvement in decision making [21] for women with
woman who chose CMF appeared to be more averse breast cancer. The objective of this study was to look
to the risk of side effects and less concerned about at the feasibility of using a decision aid in this
time. Maintaining quality of life was expressed by all particular context and to assess some of the factors
women as an important consideration related to their that may influence the decision. Our results are
chemotherapy choice. supportive for the use of the Decision Board ap-

The impact on quality of life is perhaps the most proach in this situation, but further evaluation in a
interesting and revealing reason for treatment choice. randomized trial would help clarify the role of the
It was a popular reason for treatment choice for both Decision Board in improving patient understanding
the women who chose AC and those who chose and satisfaction with decision making.
CMF. This finding validates the decision-making It is important to note that some studies have
process since the differences between the two found that not all patients wish to participate in
chemotherapy regimens revolve around quality of treatment decision making [1,5] and that health care
life issues such as the treatment schedule and side professionals may overestimate the degree of in-
effects. These results support the fact that quality of volvement that patients desire [22]. However, within
life is subjective and can only be defined by the the area of oncology, particularly breast cancer, a
individual based upon what he/she believes matters greater emphasis has been placed on quality of life
most. It is evident that there were various perspec- issues as defined by the individual patient, and the
tives among the women about the meaning of the literature does provide support that young women
different characteristics of the chemotherapy reg- with breast cancer are among those who do desire a
imens. more active role in treatment decision making.

We also found an unexpected association between Future research should acknowledge the different
the type of breast cancer surgery a woman underwent levels of participation desired by patients. It is
and her choice of chemotherapy. This association important to continue to measure the level of diffi-
may have resulted for several reasons. Adriamycin culty with treatment decisions in order to learn more
associated with several side effects may have been about decision-making styles and behaviours and in
interpreted as more aggressive chemotherapy. particular, about individuals who have difficulty with
Women who preferred more radical surgery may the decision-making process. Education will continue
have been more inclined to prefer AC chemotherapy. to have an important role to play in increasing
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Appendix 6: Panels from Node-positive Instrument
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CANCER-FREE

* All tests and examinations in the coming five
years show that you are free of cancer.

* You continue to be followed at the Cancer Clinic
beyond five years.

* Even though all the examinations show you are
cancer free, from time to time, you may worry
about the cancer coming back.
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Appendix 7: Panels from Surgery instrument
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